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Most of the existing deinterleaving methods work offline; they
deinterleave pulse streams in a recursive way via multipass search-
ing. Such methods do not fit online processing applications, and they
have very low deinterleaving efficiency. In this paper, I address the
deinterleaving problem of streams with repetitive periods, such as
streams with constant or stagger pulse repetition intervals. Transi-
tions between the pulses of different states are illustrated with regular
grammars, and finite automata are established accordingly to realize
online pulse deinterleaving. The states of pulse streams being dein-
terleaved are stored and continuously updated in the automata, and
newly received pulses are judged by the associated finite state controls
to determine whether they come from a certain emitter, so as to realize
online deinterleaving. In the automaton-based method, multiple au-
tomata can be started to work parallel on the same stream, and they
deinterleave intersected streams via one-pass (instead of recursive)
searching. Simulation results also demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed method in pulse-deinterleaving performances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pulse deinterleaving plays an important role in elec-
tronic intelligence and electronic support measurement
systems [1]. Pulses with distinguishable frequencies and
widths can be separated directly via clustering and cat-
egorization [2]. However, due to fast developments and
widespread usage of various advanced communication [3],
navigation [4], and radar [5] systems, the electromagnetic
environment is becoming more and more crowded. Pulses
of different radars are probably intersected and should be
deinterleaved beforehand to facilitate subsequent processes,
such as emitter recognition and localization. Ata’a and Ab-
dullah [6] established a neural network to realize online
clustering of different emitters’ pulses according to their
direction-of-arrival and radio frequency. Interpulse repeti-
tions within the clusters are, then, analyzed to deinterleave
the pulses of different radars [6]. This paper concentrates on
scenarios in which intersected pulse streams coming from
different emitters have unavailable or indistinguishable di-
rections, frequencies, and widths, and it proposes to realize
online deinterleaving according to pulse repetitive intervals
(PRIs) [7]–[9].

PRI-based methods have been developed to deinterleave
pulse streams with repetitive temporal structures. Among
them, the two most widely cited methods are the cumu-
lant difference histogram (CDIF) [10] and the sequential
difference histogram (SDIF) [11]. They first analyze the
distribution of differential time-of-arrival (DTOA) between
pulses to estimate the repetitive period of the stream (named
frame PRI), and they then use this period to deinterleave
substreams with constant PRI. Multiple constant-PRI sub-
streams can be intersected to recover streams of emitters
with stagger PRIs.

The frame-PRI-based methods have two significant
shortcomings. One is that they do not fit online deinter-
leaving tasks. That is because the estimation of frame pe-
riods can be realized only after collecting sufficient pulses,
and the subsequent deinterleaving process based on the
frame PRI estimates will be further delayed [10], [11].
In some long-time continuous deinterleaving applications,
pulse streams should be divided into shorter periods to save
processing and storage burdens. Frame PRIs are estimated
in the first period, and the estimates can be exploited in
the subsequent periods to realize sequential deinterleaving.
This is a straightforward extension of the existing CDIF
[10] and SDIF [11] methods. It addresses the online dein-
terleaving problem just to a very limited extent, as only one
substream with constant frame-PRI can be deinterleaved
online, while the remaining pulses of stagger streams and
the streams of other emitters can only be deinterleaved af-
terward in an offline manner.

The second shortcoming of the batch deinterleaving
methods is that they have very low processing efficiency.
For streams consisting of substreams coming from different
emitters, constant frame-PRI can be exploited to separate
only one substream at a time. The separated substream is,
then, extracted from the original stream, and the remaining
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stream is exploited to start a new deinterleaving process.
Such substream deinterleaving processes can only be exe-
cuted recursively via multipass searching. If the stream con-
tains pulses of a large number of emitters, or if the stagger
PRIs have high dimensions, the stream should be searched
many times before being deinterleaved completely, which
further deviates online processing requirements.

Some other theoretically intense deinterleaving meth-
ods have also been proposed, e.g., Kalman filter based meth-
ods [12], [13], hidden Markov model based methods [14],
[15] and multiple hypothesis tracking based methods [16].
They introduce more in-depth academic research works into
the deinterleaving process, but none of them is designed for
the online deinterleaving problem. Moreover, more com-
plicated mathematical processing in the algorithms further
lowers down the computational efficiency of deinterleaving.

In this paper, I address the online pulse-deinterleaving
problem based on the prior information of emitters’ PRI pat-
terns, which may be available in the knowledge databases
of electronic support systems or have been extracted pre-
viously during long-time continuous deinterleaving. The
proposed method does not follow the guidelines of statisti-
cal frame-PRI analyzing and recursive deinterleaving, but it
treats the problem of deinterleaving sequential pulses as one
of symbol-string recognition and concentrates on meeting
the requirement of online deinterleaving. The string recog-
nition induced deinterleaving idea makes use of not only in-
formation about frame PRI but also detailed transition rules
between different pulses. The transition rules are exploited
to determine whether the newly received pulses match with
the previously deinterleaved substreams. The matching pro-
cess is implemented automatically using automata in a way
similar to that of sequential string recognition. In order to
explain the feasibility of this idea, I first illustrate the regular
grammar characteristics of streams having repetitive peri-
ods, and I, then, establish finite automata accordingly to
realize pulse deinterleaving. Multiple automata are, then,
assembled in parallel to deinterleave intersected streams
online via one-pass searching.

The rest of this paper consists of six parts. Section II
introduces the problem of pulse deinterleaving. Section III
illustrates a regular grammar for pulse streams with repet-
itive structures and establishes automata for pulse deinter-
leaving. Section IV proposes an automaton-based online
pulse-deinterleaving method for a single emitter. Section V
extends the method to realize parallel online deinterleav-
ing of pulses from multiple emitters. Section VI carries out
simulations to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
method. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. PULSE STREAM FORMULATION

Pulse streams are not merely the clusters of indepen-
dent pulses. Interpulse relations, especially PRIs, introduce
abundant information into streams. PRI is the main pa-
rameter for deinterleaving the intersected pulses of differ-
ent emitters when their frequencies and pulsewidths are
indistinguishable [1], [10], [11]. Streams with constant

or stagger PRIs have repetitive periods, which is named
frame PRI in this paper. Pulses within a frame have dif-
ferent contexts, and they depart from preceding and suc-
cessive pulses differently. These pulses are annotated with
different states. Suppose a repetitive pulse stream has M

states, namely q1, q2, . . . , qM , with M = 1 for constant
PRI streams and M > 1 for stagger PRI streams. The PRI
between a pulse with state qi and its successive pulse is
denoted by PRIi (i = 1, 2, . . . , M), as shown in Fig. 1.
The state transitions in the pulse stream is depicted in the
following:

q1
PRI1−−→ q2

PRI2−−→ · · · PRIM−1−−−−→ qM
PRIM−−−→ q1

PRI1−−→ · · · .

(1)
Transitions between the pulses of different states are

periodic. The DTOAs between adjacent pulses have typical
values of PRI1, . . . , PRIM , and higher order DTOAs exist
between farther apart pulses, which are the summations
of successive PRIs, such as PRI1 + PRI2 and PRI2 +
PRI3 + PRI4. For streams with repetitive periods, their
Mth order DTOA has a particular value, which is called the
frame PRI of the stream, i.e.,

T0 =
M∑

i=1

PRIi. (2)

This DTOA exists between the pulses with the same
states but located in adjacent frames. It emerges most
frequently among all the DTOAs in noise-free repetitive
streams. The DTOAs between the pulses with the same
states and located in farther apart frames are the harmonics
of the frame PRI, i.e., 2T0, 3T0, . . .. These harmonic frame
PRIs also emerge frequently in higher order DTOA clusters.
They cause great difficulties in the analysis and recognition
of the frame PRI [11].

Streams collected in practical systems are usually con-
taminated by various noises, such as missing pulses and
intersected streams. These noises disturb the state tran-
sition sequence in Fig. 1, and the typical PRI values of
PRI1, . . . , PRIM and the transition pattern between them
become indistinct. However, interpulse DTOA values of the
same emitter remains unchanged in noisy streams, with T0

and its harmonics being highlighted statistically in DTOA
histograms [10], [11]. A straightforward way for analyzing
the frame PRI is differentiating the pulses’ time-of-arrival
(TOA) and clustering the DTOAs along the time axis with
a histogram. A great number of DTOAs will cluster around
T0 and its harmonics, which provides the information for
recognizing and estimating the frame PRI. The frame PRI
estimate can, then, be exploited to extract the substreams
with constant PRI of T0 from the original stream. The sub-
streams with the same frame PRI are, then, joined together
to recover stagger streams. This is how CDIF [10] and SDIF
[11] realize pulse deinterleaving.

The above-mentioned deinterleaving methods are based
on statistical repetitive period analysis, and they adapt to
offline tasks only. That is because frame PRIs can be es-
timated stably only when a large number of pulses have
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Fig. 1. Pulse state transitions of streams with repetitive periods.

been collected, and substreams should be extracted recur-
sively afterward based on the frame PRI estimates. When
deinterleaving an intersected pulse stream consisting of the
substreams of K emitters, with each substream having M

states, the stream should be searched for K × M times to
deinterleave the substreams of all the emitters. The time
delay of the recursive deinterleaving process will be very
large, making these methods unable to fit online deinter-
leaving tasks.

III. AUTOMATA ESTABLISHING FOR PULSE
STREAM RECOGNITION

If prior information about the PRI patterns is available
for an emitter, the deinterleaving problem can be treated as
pulse train recognition, one along the time axis, which is
similar to symbol-string recognition according to a certain
grammar. In the latter problem, grammar regulations are il-
lustrated and exploited to determine whether new symbols
make up a correct string [17]. When the string ends and the
state reaches a valid terminal, the string is judged as a cor-
rect one. Similarly, by describing the pulse states and their
transition patterns in a regular formulation, the newly arriv-
ing pulses can also be judged to see whether they belong to
a certain stream. In this way, correct pulses are reserved and
noises are excluded instantaneously at the time when they
arrive, and the deinterleaving process can be implemented
online and completed immediately once the stream ends.

A useful tool for string recognition is automaton [17].
In this section, I first illustrate the streams having repetitive
structures with regular grammars, and I, then, introduce the
principles of common automata to design special automata
for pulse stream recognition. These automata are finally
used to solve online pulse-deinterleaving problems.

A. Regular Grammars of Repetitive Pulse Streams

In Fig. 1, the pulse state transition sketch mainly con-
tains the information about how states transfer between each

other, and also contains the DTOA for different transitions.
In this paper, pulse deinterleaving is realized mainly by ex-
ploiting the DTOA information, and other pulse features,
such as frequencies and widths, are embedded in the states
for transition validation. The interpulse state transition reg-
ulations can be described with the following grammar [17]:

G = (V, T , P, S) (3)

where V = {q1, q2, . . . , qM} stands for the pulse state set
that corresponds to the variable set in common string gram-
mars; T = {DTOA(qi, qj ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M} contains all the
possible DTOAs of the pulse stream when transferring be-
tween different states, which correspond to the terminals
in common grammars; S = V represents the starting state
set. As streams may begin with any state in V , a blank-
move of ε is added in Fig. 1, so as to transfer the start-
ing state to any one of q1, q2, . . . , qM . Furthermore, P =
{qj → [DTOA(qi, qj ), qi], 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M, or qj ∈ S} is the
production equation set, which indicates temporal transfer-
ring relations between temporally adjacent pulses. Each
production equation means that by backing off a pulse
stream in state qj with a DTOA of DTOA(qi, qj ) along the
time axis, the state of the stream retrogresses to qi . In noise-
free streams, the indexes of the two states in each production
equation satisfy j = i + 1 (1 ≤ i < M) or i = M, j = 1,
and DTOA(qi, qj ) = PRIi . Practical streams are contami-
nated by noises such as missing pulses; thus, i and j may
take any value in {1, 2, . . . , M}, and DTOA(qi, qj ) may be
larger than the maximal value in PRI1, . . . , PRIM , or even
larger than the frame PRI of T0.

The grammar in (3) contains only a finite number of
states, and each production equation has a structure of
A → ω or A → ωB with A, B ∈ V and ω ∈ T . It can be
concluded from (3) that the states of the pulse streams with
repetitive structures transfer in a similar way as that in reg-
ular grammars [18], [19], [20]. As each string generated
by regular grammars can be recognized using a certain fi-
nite automaton (FA) [21], I propose to recognize sequential
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Fig. 2. Physical model of pulse-deinterleaving FA. Pulses having
different shapes and fillings come from different emitters.

pulses from the same emitter with specially designed au-
tomata.

B. Finite Automata for Repetitive Pulse Stream
Recognition

For the regular grammar G of the pulse streams in (3),
the corresponding FA [17], [21] is as follows:

Z = (Q, �, δ, q0, F ) (4)

where Q = V = {q1, q2, . . . , qM} contains all possible
pulse states; � = T = {DTOA(qi, qj ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M} rep-
resents the DTOAs of adjacent pulses in the presence of
data noises, which corresponds to the input alphabet of au-
tomata; δ is the state transition function describing how
an automaton transfers from one state to another after re-
ceiving a pulse with particular parameters. The transition
function corresponds to the production equation set in G,
which defines interpulse DTOAs from state qi to state qj .
Furthermore, q0 ∈ Q denotes the initial state set of the au-
tomaton. F = $ stands for the final state of the automaton
and also the termination of the stream.

The physical model of an FA for pulse deinterleaving is
shown in Fig. 2. Two basic components are contained in the
automaton, one is an input pulse stream, and the other is a fi-
nite state control (FSC), which stores the current automaton
state and interstate transition regulations. The pulse stream
is inputted into the FSC sequentially, and the FSC controls
a read head to read in the pulses one by one. Once a pulse
is read in and has been processed, the FSC shifts the read
head to the next pulse. The FSC of the proposed pulse-
deinterleaving FA has a slightly different structure from
that of common string-recognition FAs. It stores not only
the current state and state transition regulations but also
the TOA of the preceding pulse. The modification is neces-
sary because state transition regulations rely on interpulse
DTOAs.

In Fig. 2, it is supposed that the FA has successfully
deinterleaved a pulse at time ti , and the FSC state is updated
to s. The TOA of this pulse is stored in the FSC. After that,
the read head of the FSC is shifted rightward. When a new
pulse arrives, its frequency and width, together with its
DTOA with respect to (w.r.t.) ti , are read into the FSC for
checking. The pulses arriving at time instants of ti+1 and ti+2

are not accepted because they do not belong to the same
stream with the pulse at time ti , and, thus, their DTOAs
w.r.t. ti do not match the state transition function δ of the
FA. The transition function is satisfied at time tj for the
first time after time ti , so the pulse is accepted by the FSC,
and it is associated with the substream being deinterleaved.
In addition, the FSC state is updated from s to s ′, and the

stored TOA is also updated from ti to tj , while the transition
function δ remains unchanged.

As new pulses arrive one after another, the FA repeats
the above-mentioned pulse-recognition and state-updating
processes successively. The substream satisfying the transi-
tion function will be extracted, and the deinterleaving task
is completed online once the pulse stream ends. The state
transition function provides important criteria for judging
whether new pulses come from the same emitter.

The state transition function corresponding to the pulse
stream in Fig. 1 can be described more clearly as shown in
Table I. In the table, s and s ′ represent two adjacent FSC
states, and the table contents stand for interpulse DTOAs
when transferring between different states. Suppose that the
current FSC state is qi , and a new pulse arrives after time
DTOA(qi, qj ), which is the DTOA on the qi th row and
the qj th column in Table I, with its frequency and width
matching the parameters of state qj , then the FSC transfers
from state qi to state qj and the stored time is updated to tj .

In Table I, only the DTOAs that are smaller than the
frame PRI are listed. Actually, in streams when a great
number of pulses are missed, the DTOAs may be larger
than the frame PRI, and the interpulse DTOA should satisfy
the following formulation in general:

mod (DTOA(qi, qj ), T0)

= mod

(
M+j−1∑

l=i

PRImod (l−1,M)+1, T0

)
. (5)

That is, the DTOA between states qi and qj equals the
summation of all the PRIs associated with the missed states
between them, with qi included and qj excluded. In the
equation, mod(a, b) represents the remainder of a when
divided by b. The upper index of the summation on the right-
hand side of (5) is modified from j − 1 to M + j − 1, so as
to include the cases in which j ≤ i; i.e., the FSC transfers
from a latter state in a preceding frame to an earlier state in
a subsequent frame. The cases in which interpulse DTOAs
are larger than the frame PRI are covered by the remainder
operator mod(•, T0). In practice, matching tolerance should
be included to relax the rigorous equality in (5) due to TOA
measuring noises, which will be taken into consideration in
the simulations.

IV. ONLINE DEINTERLEAVING OF PULSE STREAMS
WITH FINITE AUTOMATA

When using the FA to deinterleave noisy pulse streams,
two processes of FA start-up and FA updating are included,
as shown in Fig. 3.

A. Start-up of Finite Automata

During online pulse-deinterleaving processes, if a new
pulse stream emerges at some time, its pulse TOAs will
not match the state transition functions of other emitters’
automata that have already been started; hence, the pulses
will be skipped over by these automata. When the num-
ber of retained pulses exceeds a certain threshold, the most
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TABLE I
Interpulse DTOAs in the State Transition Function

Fig. 3. Pulse-deinterleaving FA contain two processes: FA start-up and
FA update.

recent pulses within a temporal window τ will be picked
out to determine whether a new automaton should be started
or not. The last pulse in the window is taken as a baseline,
and the DTOAs of the preceding J − 1 pulses within the
temporal window w.r.t. it are computed in a reverse order
along the time axis. The DTOA sequence is denoted by
0, −DT OA1, . . . , −DT OAJ−2, −DT OAJ−1. If a new
emitter’s pulse stream is contained in the temporal window,
this DTOA sequence will be highly correlated with another
DTOA sequence, which is obtained from the emitters’ state
transition sketch, as shown in Fig. 1, by computing inter-
pulse DTOAs similarly w.r.t. a selected baseline pulse.

As the pulse stream has M different states, M DTOA
sequences can be obtained by choosing different baseline
pulses. Each DTOA sequence is defined as a template (TP),
and the M TPs w.r.t. a baseline pulse with states from q1 to
qM are listed as follows:

q1 : 0, −PRIM, −(PRIM + PRIM−1), . . .
q2 : 0, −PRI1, −(PRI1 + PRIM ), . . .
...
qM : 0, −PRIM−1, −(PRIM−1 + PRIM−2), . . . .

(6)

All the above sequences should be cut off within a temporal
window of length τ .

If the measured DTOA sequence matches well with the
mth TP of a certain emitter, this emitter’s pulse stream is
believed to exist in the retained pulse sequence. A new FA

corresponding to this emitter can then be started, and its
starting state is set to qm. The matching threshold depends
on the stream PRI and the pulse missing probability. In the
simulations in Section VI, the threshold is set to �0.5 ×

τ
T0/M

× (1 − ρmiss)�, where ρmiss represents pulse missing
probability and operator �a� outputs the largest integer not
larger than a.

As is shown in Fig. 3(1), after the retained pulse num-
ber has exceeded, a predefined threshold, the TP matching
window, is renewed according to “latest in, earliest out”
criterion every time a new pulse arrives. The reverse DTOA
sequence is, then, updated accordingly, and the updated
DTOA sequence is matched with each candidate emitter’s
DTOA TPs. In Fig. 3(1), the TP set that is used for matching
contains all the TPs of all candidate emitters, and the best
matching result is used for starting an FA when necessary.
At all pulses’ arriving time instants before tj+3, the number
of matching pulses is smaller than a preset threshold; thus,
no automata is started. When a new pulse arrives at time
tj+3, the matching pulse number between the measured
pulse train and the mth TP equals the threshold. When this
happens, the matched pulse sequence is extracted to form
a new substream, and the control state of the newly started
automaton is set to FSC(qm, tj+3).

B. Sequential Updating of Finite Automata

Once an automaton has been started, the state of the
most recent pulse and its arriving time, i.e., s and t , are
recorded in the control of the automaton. When a new pulse
arrives, the FSC evaluates the pulse’s parameters and its
DTOA w.r.t. the stored time instant, so as to judge whether
this pulse fits the state transition function given in (4). If
the transition criteria are satisfied, this pulse is accepted
and added to the deinterleaved substream, and the FSC’s
states are updated. Otherwise, this pulse is skipped over,
and the FSC’s states are kept unchanged. After making the
decisions and carrying out the actions, the read head of the
FSC is shifted to the next pulse.

As is shown in Fig. 3(2), an automaton is started after
receiving the pulse at time instant tj+3, and the starting
state is s. After that, two pulses arrive successively at time
instants tj+4 and tj+5; their DTOAs w.r.t. tj+3, i.e., tj+4 −
tj+3 and tj+5 − tj+3, do not satisfy the interpulse DTOA
criterion in (5), so they are skipped over by the automaton
and retained for future processing. When another new pulse
arrives at time tj+6, its DTOA is tj+6 − tj+3, which satisfies
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Fig. 4. Parallel deinterleaving with multiple automata.

(5); thus, this pulse is accepted and added to the associated
substream. The automaton’s state is, then, updated to s ′

according to the new pulse, and the most recent pulse time
is substituted by tj+6.

V. PARALLEL DEINTERLEAVING OF INTERSECTED
PULSE STREAMS

It has been shown in the previous section that au-
tomata are able to realize online pulse deinterleaving for
a single emitter. But, this property is not exclusive for
the automaton-based deinterleaving method. Based on the
prior information about the frame PRI, the deinterleaving
methods in CDIF [10] and SDIF [11] can also deinterleave
a single emitter’s pulse stream with constant PRI online.
However, multiple automata can be joined together to work
in parallel, so as to deinterleave online intersected streams
from multiple emitters with more complicated PRI struc-
tures, such as stagger PRIs. This is a more significant and
exclusive superiority of the automaton-based method when
compared with the existing counterparts.

Deinterleaving automata store substream states and the
most recent pulses’ time instants to judge whether newly
arriving pulses belong to the associated substreams. If mul-
tiple automata are started on the same pulse stream and if
each automaton has its own state, each of them just extracts
particular pulses that obey their own state transition regula-
tions, so multiple substreams radiated by different emitters
do not interfere with each other. These automata act like
pulse classifiers. The newly received pulses are classified
and assigned to the right substream once they arrive. As is
shown in Fig. 4, when a new pulse arrives, the automaton
set integrates all recognition results of each automaton, and
it makes a decision to associate this pulse with a certain sub-
stream and updates the corresponding automaton’s states,
or leaves it for future processing.

In Fig. 4, three automata are supposed to have been
started before time instant ti+3, and their FSC states
at that time instant are FSC1(s1, ti), FSC2(s2, ti+1), and
FSC3(s3, ti+2), respectively. When a new pulse arrives at
time ti+3, it is processed by the three automata indepen-
dently according to its parameters and its DTOA w.r.t. the

Fig. 5. Flowchart of parallel deinterleaving with multiple automata.

stored time instants in each automaton. This pulse matches
best with the first automaton, and the matching degree satis-
fies the state transition criteria of the corresponding FSC, so
this pulse is added to the associated substream, and the au-
tomaton’s state is updated to FSC1(s ′

1, ti+3). Similarly, the
pulses arriving at time ti+4 and ti+5 are accepted by the sec-
ond and third automata, respectively, and their FSC states
are updated to FSC2(s ′

2, ti+4) and FSC3(s ′
3, ti+5) afterward.

Following the parallel deinterleaving guideline, the
intersected pulse stream can be separated into multiple
substreams via one-pass searching. Each of the separated
substream contains pulses with their features and interpulse
DTOAs obeying the regulations defined by the correspond-
ing automaton. When comparing this method with the ex-
isting frame-PRI-based recursive deinterleaving methods
[10], [11], the former is an online one being able to deinter-
leave successive pulse trains instantaneously, while the lat-
ter can only be implemented offline. The proposed method
also has much higher processing efficiency. It searches the
pulse stream only once, instead of

∑M
k=1 Mk times for the

frame-PRI-based methods, with K being the emitter num-
ber and Mk the state number of the kth emitter.

Similar to the single-automaton-based deinterleaving
method shown in Fig. 3, each of the automata in the parallel
deinterleaving method in Fig. 4 also consists of a start-
up process and a continuous updating process. Both the
processes of every automaton work in the same way as that
shown in Figs. 3(1) and 3(2), respectively, so their details are
not included here. By synthesizing the starting-up processes
of each automaton into the parallel deinterleaving sketch in
Fig. 4, the complete parallel deinterleaving flowchart can
be obtained as that shown in Fig. 5.

In the flowchart, K automata are supposed to have been
started with an FSC set {FSC1, FSC2, . . . , FSCK}. When
a new pulse arrives, each of the automata evaluates the
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pulse according to its TOA, frequency, width, etc. indepen-
dently. If the pulse’s parameters satisfy some of the FSC’s
state transition criteria, the state of the FSC that matches
best is updated, and the read head of the combined FA is
shifted to the next pulse. Otherwise, if no state transition
criterion is satisfied, the pulse is put into the cache. The
retained pulse sequence is checked whenever a new pulse
is added in, and if the temporal span of the cached pulses
is shorter than a preset threshold, the read head moves to
the next pulse directly without making any actions. Oth-
erwise, if the temporal span is long enough, the newly re-
ceived pulse is taken as a baseline to compute the DTOA
sequence reversely along the time axis within a window
of τ . The DTOA sequence is compared with all N candi-
date emitters’ DTOA TPs, as shown in (6). The TP set is
denoted by {T Pn,1, T Pn,2, . . . , T Pn,Mn

}n=1,N with Mn be-
ing the state number of the nth emitter. If one TP matches
best and if the matching pulse number exceeds a prede-
fined threshold, a new automaton with an FSC of FSCK+1

will be started, and its initial state is set accordingly. The
new automaton is included to expand the automata set to
{FSC1, FSC2, . . . , FSCK+1}. Otherwise, if no DTOA TP
matches well enough with the measured DTOA sequence,
the current pulse is cached, and the next pulse will be
read in.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES

In this section, simulations are carried out to demon-
strate the deinterleaving performance of the proposed
method. The pulse stream to be deinterleaved is an inter-
sected one containing the substreams of multiple emitters.
All the substreams have stagger PRIs, and some pulses of
each substream are missed randomly according to proba-
bility ρmiss. The DTOAs are exploited as a main feature
to realize pulse deinterleaving, and the other features such
as pulse frequencies and widths are not considered to fa-
cilitate description. However, joint exploitations of these
features are the straightforward extensions of the proposed
method. The TOA measurement of each pulse has random
noises with a standard deviation of 1 μs. DTOA tolerance of
5 μs is included when using (5) for forward pulse associa-
tion. The length of the temporal window used for matching
measured DTOA sequences and TPs, i.e., τ , is set to be
30 000 μs.

In the following, several simulations will be designed to
show how different factors influence the performances of
different deinterleaving methods. The deinterleaving per-
formance is evaluated according to the total deinterleaving
probabilities of all the intersected substreams. The frame-
PRI-based deinterleaving method used by the CDIF [10]
and the SDIF [11] after PRI estimation is listed for per-
formance comparison, which is named DIF-based method.
The proposed method is named automaton-based method.
Each simulation result is obtained from 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations.

In the first group of simulations, five emitters’ sub-
streams with the same stagger PRIs of [700 μs, 800 μs,

Fig. 6. Correct deinterleaving probabilities for different pulse
missing probabilities.

900 μs, 1000 μs] intersects together. The prior estimate
of each stagger PRI has a random measurement error with
mean 0 and a standard deviation of 0.2 μs. The pulse miss-
ing probability of ρmiss is supposed to increase from 0% to
80%. In each simulation, the measurement errors of each
stagger PRI and each pulse’s TOA are generated randomly;
the initial states of the substreams and intersubstream time
shifts are also set randomly. The deinterleaving probabili-
ties of the two methods are shown in Fig. 6.

It can be concluded from Fig. 6 that the proposed
method has higher deinterleaving probabilities than those
of its counterpart in all the cases considered, and as the
pulse missing probability increases, its superiority further
enhances. The major reason is that the two methods re-
alize deinterleaving via forward pulse association. In the
proposed method, temporally adjacent pulses are selected
at each time, but the DIF-based method selects pulses that
depart from the current one by a DTOA of one or more
frame periods, which probably contain more than one ad-
jacent DTOAs. Therefore, the stagger PRI measurement
errors cumulate in the DIF-based method, and this method
associates incorrect pulses more easily. As the pulse miss-
ing probability increases, the intervals of adjacent pulses
contain more stagger PRI components, and the effect of the
cumulated TOA measurement errors, thus, aggravates to de-
teriorate the performances of both the methods. But, as the
DIF-based method always associates pulses that are farther
away than the automaton-based method, the performance
of the former deteriorates more significantly.

In the second group of simulations, ρmiss is fixed at
60%, and the intersected substream number increases from
2 to 8, while the other parameters are kept unchanged;
then, the deinterleaving performances of the two methods
are shown in Fig. 7. The deinterleaving probabilities of
both the methods decrease slightly as the emitter number
increases, and they have similar decreasing rates, which is
caused majorly by the increase of pulse densities.

Then ρmiss is fixed at 60%, and the intersected sub-
stream number is 5, while the dimension of the stagger
PRIs changes. The stagger PRI values increase from 700
to 1300 μs with an interval of 100 μs, and a certain num-
ber of the first values are selected to form stagger PRI
patterns of different dimensions, e.g., second-dimensional
stagger PRI pattern is [700 μs, 800 μs], fourth-dimensional
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Fig. 7. Correct deinterleaving probabilities for different numbers of
intersected substreams.

Fig. 8. Correct deinterleaving probabilities for different
stagger dimensions.

stagger PRI pattern is [700 μs, 800 μs, 900 μs, 1000 μs],
etc. The other simulation parameters are kept unchanged,
and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 8.

The results indicate that the performance of the
automaton-based method is rarely influenced by the stag-
ger dimension. That is because the most recent pulse states
are stored in the FSC during the deinterleaving process,
and the performance of the deinterleaving depends only on
the association precision of adjacent pulses, which is im-
mune to the stagger dimension and insensitive to detailed
stagger PRI values. However, the performance of the DIF-
based method depends on the measurement precision of
the frame PRI, which deteriorates with increasing stagger
dimensions; thus, its deinterleaving probability decreases
fast with the stagger dimension.

In the following group of simulations, I fix ρmiss at 60%,
the intersected substream number at 5, the stagger dimen-
sion at 4, and increase the standard deviation of the PRI
measurement error denoted by σpri from 0 to 0.5 μs, while
the other parameters are kept unchanged. The deinterleav-
ing performances of the two methods are shown in Fig. 9.
The results indicate that the deinterleaving probabilities rely
heavily on this measurement error. That is because this error
directly introduces biases between DTOA association regu-
lations used in the deinterleaving methods and the practical
DTOA measurements. The larger is the value of σpri is, the
more difficult is for the methods to realize precise pulse
associations. As the DIF-based method exploits the frame
PRI estimate, which accumulates more than one stagger
PRI measurement errors, its deinterleaving regulation de-
viates more largely from practical DTOA measurements;
thus its performance deteriorates more rapidly with σpri.

Fig. 9. Correct deinterleaving probabilities for different PRI
measurement errors.

Fig. 10. Correct deinterleaving probabilities for different pulse missing
probabilities when intersected substreams have different stagger PRI’s.

Finally, the simulation settings associated with Fig. 6
are modified to design another group of simulations. The
emitter number is increased to six, which divides into two
groups. The first 3 emitters’ stagger PRIs are [700 μs,
800 μs, 900 μs, 1000 μs], and the second 3 emitters’ stag-
ger PRIs are [1000 μs, 900 μs, 800 μs, 700 μs]. The other
simulation settings are kept unchanged, and the simulation
results are shown in Fig. 10.

Comparing the probabilities in Figs. 6 and 10, one
can conclude that the performance of the automaton-based
method deteriorates only slightly, which is caused mainly
by the effect of increasing emitter number. In contrast to
its satisfying performance, the deinterleaving probability of
the DIF-based method lowers down largely by about 20%.
As a result, the proposed method surpasses the DIF-based
one more significantly in Fig. 10 than that in Fig. 6. A major
reason causing the differences is that the two groups of emit-
ters have the same frame PRIs; thus, the DIF-based method
may be confused in selecting the right pulses for certain
intersubstream time-shifts. On the contrary, the automaton-
based method makes use of not only the frame PRI but also
the contexts of each stagger PRI. The contexts make the
pulses of different substreams more distinguishable.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the online deinterleaving problem
of streams with repetitive structures based on the prior in-
formation of PRI patterns. The state transition regulations
of the streams are illustrated with regular grammars, and
an automaton-based deinterleaving method is, then, pro-
posed accordingly. The FSC of the automaton stores not
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only the interpulse state transition regulations of the pulse
stream but also the stream state and the TOA of the most
recent pulse. In this way, the automaton is able to judge
whether a newly received pulse belongs to the substream
associated with this automaton and, thus, solves the dein-
terleaving problem in an online manner. The superiority
of the automaton-based method that should be highlighted
is that multiple automata can be joined together to work
in parallel and deinterleave an intersected pulse stream via
one-pass searching. Its processing efficiency is, thus, sig-
nificantly higher than that of the existing recursive dein-
terleaving methods, which separates substreams from the
intersected stream one after another. The simulation results
also show that the proposed method makes better use of the
PRI contexts between adjacent pulses, and it is influenced
less significantly by accumulating PRI measurement errors
than previous frame-PRI-based methods. It surpasses its re-
cursive deinterleaving counterparts largely in the cases of
different pulse missing probabilities, different numbers of
intersected substreams, different stagger dimensions, and
different PRI measurement errors.
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